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Introduction
Land abandonment and land markets failure is becoming an issue in many regions across Europe. Although in general terms Central and Eastern countries are the most representative facing those processes (MacDonald et al. 2000; Alcantara et al. 2012 ), the fact is that it also appears in other European zones, as for instance Portugal or Spain (Renwick et al. 2013) . But these both processes are linked in the sense that land markets are expected to allow adjustment of rural structures changing economic conditions. Through land transactions, more dynamic and efficient farms would take advantage of using more land, incorporating it from farms less efficient or farms retrieving from production. But if farmland markets are not working properly it may happen that agricultural land, that is released of production due to the inability of its current user to get profit from it (or due to other reasons), is not taken by other potential, active user, even if potential net income of using that farmland is positive.
As an example, in the case of Galicia, an autonomous region located in the north-west of Spain affected by the cited processes, López-Iglesias (2000) states that the main paradox of Galician agriculture is that there being availability of land and the possibility of improve the labour productivity in operating farms, there is at the same time a significant proportion of rural land underused or abandoned. He summarizes this as "the basic element that hinders the improvement of labour and capital productivity in agriculture is lack of land mobility". Thus, during the last 20 years 145,000 hectares have been abandoned in Galicia (Corbelle and Crecente 2013) , while one of the main claims of the agricultural sector is the need of enlarging average size of operating farms.
The transaction costs
A fundamental impediment to land mobility are the high transaction costs (Zevenbergen 2000; Bandeira and Sumpsi 2004) . As originally introduced by the seminal Coase's paper, transaction costs composed of negotiation, guarantee and information costs, 1 hamper the functioning of land markets (Coase 1937) . Dahlman (1979) proposes that in essence all those transaction costs are indeed information costs, for they all have in common that they represent resource losses in transactions due to lack of information. So information costs increase the difficulties that farmers have for finding land with the required characteristics, and also for the owners in order to find interested tenants or buyers for their land. Players need to invest time and/or money for gathering information about availability of parcels, their characteristics, their price, etc. If there is high land fragmentation (high number of parcels and owners per square kilometer) costs increase accordingly. The same occurs when geographic separation between parcels, potential suppliers and potential users is significant, something quite usual in rural areas suffering from migration processes (Feder and Feeny 1991) .
The role of the Land Administration
Thus, reduction of transaction costs is seen as crucial for enhancing the performance of rural land markets, specially in those areas with high property fragmentation (Ónega López et al. 2010; Deininger et al. 2012) . Being the improvement of the flow of information one of the crucial aspects for such a goal, Land Administration becomes a central issue when addressing information on land. Indeed, Land Administration is the gathering, processing and delivering of information related to the use, the ownership and the value of the land (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe 1996) and it has direct impact both at microeconomic and macroeconomic levels (Molen 2003 (Molen , 2004 and properly developed it specially improves conditions for land market performance and land policy implementation (Wallace and Williamson 2006a; Bennett et al. 2012) .
Core Land Administration instruments are Cadastre and land registry, that typically gather information regarding use, value and ownership of land. Besides, other public agencies that may have important Land Administration tasks are the Land Banks, with a significant role in land transactions. According to Dijk and Kopeva (2006) , the Land Bank can be seen as "a new type of player in the land market; an owner (holder of property rights) that is not interested in growing but in distributing its land to established farms". In doing so, the deadlock caused by non-economic factors and transaction costs would be avoided in order to make the land market as dynamic as differences in efficiency would suggest or require. In essence, a Land Bank can act as an intermediating agency that matches supply and demand of land (with a more or less active role during the transaction), fostering the transaction between owners and farmers, providing information regarding the use and the value of the land and supporting the transaction from a legal and administrative perspective. Land Banks have been operating in several Western European regions and are currently under discussion in Central and Eastern Europe (Dijk and Kopeva 2006) .
For them working properly, both the Land Bank and the rest of Land Administration systems, ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) and GIS (Geographic Information Systems) technologies are crucial. Many of the capacities of modern land administration systems rely on the core cadastral component, that is, on detailed information at the land parcel level (Enemark 2003; Wallace et al. 2006 ). There are several particularities that make land parcels different from any other resource or asset, so regarding land mobility performance the importance of GIS technologies becomes more crucial than for any other field. The first aspect is that the parcel itself is defined by its boundaries, this means in essence by geographic elements. There is not object/parcel if the geographic dimension is not clear. Besides, there are not two equal parcels on Earth given that at least their positions are different, and due to it not identical attributes can be claimed. Thus, accuracy and reliability of spatial information in land define the identification of the object to be transacted itself and most of the characteristics that determine its value, and GIS provide a visual representation of information that is of great importance for analysing and reasoning when dealing with spatial heterogeneity (Andrienko et al. 2007 ). As Wallace et al. (2006) summarizes "the parcel layer is much more significant than a map [...] . In short, it connects the identified spaces with the ways we talk about them, as properties, addresses and places of interest". GIS technologies allow to manage and process big amounts of spatially enabled information and to create spatial data infrastructures. According to Wallace and Williamsom (2006b) , it will be because of this kind of support systems that the mobility of land property rights, which are becoming more and more varied and complex, will be facilitated, as only the deployment of those systems facilitate the integration of so diverse layers of information that really define the parcel attributes.
Combined with the Web, GIS-land information can be easily disseminated and shared. This is particularly important for land mobility given that the transaction object is neither concentrated nor movable, and the amount of potential sellers and buyers is great, barely known and spatially disconnected. The benefits of delivering land information via web go beyond facilitating land transactions. Enemark (2003) emphasizes how the traditional separation of land information leads to a considerable loss in value of it as a resource and how important is the use of the Internet providing access to that information. Access not only for land mobility, but also for credit facilities, urban and rural planning, or management of natural resources among other topics (Williamson 2001) . Hence, making all that land related information available and understandable for the whole society will lead to improved decision-making on land issues (Molen andÖsterberg 1999; Ting and Williamson 2001) .
Related tools
Integration for purposes of e-Democracy and e-Government remains the major potential deliverable of Land Administration systems, so one of the emphasis for future systems is the focus on Web enablement (Enemark et al. 2005) . Most of the web applications that have the publication of advertisements about rural properties as their objective do not have a GIS environment as a basis, or it is a basic environment with poor information. The same occurs with webs of real-estate agencies and, in general, with all the webs that publish advertisements. For instance, there are private sites devoted to buying and renting business of plots, constructions and other stuff: www.turofincas.com, www. buscafincas.com or www.fincasysolares.com; and others specialized in rural properties: www.fazonline.com.br or www.landandranchsales.com. There are sites that delegate the GIS functionalities in third-party web-based GIS services like Google Maps. These services are quite useful for localization purposes but they do not offer many functions to operate with objects such as selections, highlighting or click-on queries. Examples of that are www.housingmaps. com and www.farmseller.com. Some possible reasons for not using GIS tools are the high cost of the information layers and the complexity of the integration in the buy and sell or rental proceedings.
Regarding Land Banks, there are several regions where they work, however no public Web-GIS application for their management was found. In Spain we can find the Land Bank of Asturies where a Web-GIS tool is used but only for internal management. Moreover, the region of Biscay, in the Basque Country, has started to create an Agricultural Ground Fund but it has not yet a public tool. In Europe, many Land Banks have been operating in several regions/countries specially since the sixties (Dijk 2003; Eberlin et al. 2012) . One of the most significant examples is the SAFER (Sociétés d'aménagement foncier et d'établissement rural) in France, that only in 2010 was actively involved in the transaction of 76,000 ha of agricultural land (Liorit 2012) . Based on buy and sell, clients can consult the offers via web (www.proprietes-rurales.com) but without GIS capabilities.
So, in this paper we analyse how the new technologies can improve land mobility processes and present an architecture based on independent Web and GIS modules communicated through standards. This architecture serves as a basis for the implementation of Web-GIS systems which can be applied to processes of Land Administration. In this context, a real case study is explained: the Land Information System of Galicia (SITEGAL). It represents an evolution beyond the information systems of the described European Land Banks, as it is a Web-GIS platform that supports the operations of the Land Bank of Galicia and leads Galician land administration to the direction of e-Government.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: section "Global architecture of a web-GIS system for promoting mobility in rural land markets" defines the architecture of the proposed system and the tools used. Section "GIS implementation details" studies in depth some of the most outstanding characteristics of the system related to GIS technologies. Section "Application to the Land Bank of Galicia" details the application of the implemented system to the Land Bank of Galicia, and evaluates the tool taken into account its performance and usage. Finally, section "Conclusions and future work" summarizes the conclusions drawn.
Global architecture of a Web-GIS system for promoting mobility in rural land markets
The proposed system has been developed using only open source tools, which has been possible because of the advanced stage of development of free GIS tools (Gonçalves et al. 2006) . Although the use of open source software can cause an initial expense in the training of the users, this cost is returned rapidly with the savings made by not purchasing the licenses of proprietary tools. Another advantage of open source software is that it allows the access to source code and its modification.
The system also uses OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) standards (Open Geospatial Consortium 2013) to facilitate the interconnection with external services with all kind of information, so with a simple modification of the servers' addresses, the system automatically changes its external data sources. The most popular OGC services are the Web Map Service (WMS) (OGC WMS 2006), used to obtain maps with several information layers (usually in raster format), and the Web Feature Service (WFS) (OGC WFS 2005) , used to get the information about the alphanumerical attributes of the objects in vector format (usually in GML, Geography Markup Language (OGC GML 2012)).
System architecture Figure 1 shows the system architecture, whose core is a Java web application that implements all the functionalities related to cessions and rentals of plots, stores the information in the database and generates the user interface with dynamic web pages. The Java application accesses the geographic information through a map server, which is an independent process that acts like a proxy between the geographic information and the users. The map server is also in charge of the map generation and also obtains information about the attributes of geographic objects (like rivers, roads, etc.). Using this architecture, the web application and the data sources are completely independent.
Regarding the map viewer, it catches the user actions and then transforms them into requests sent to the map server using AJAX (Asynchronous Javascript And XML). The map server receives the requests, makes the response, and sends it back to the user browser reloading only the parts of the page involved. For example, when a user selects a plot to be incorporated to the system funds, the viewer communicates to the Java application the selected plot and the Java application does the same communicating it to the geographic server, that gets the required object attributes (area, land uses, location...) and sends them back to the web application which shows them to the user. The information handled by the system is stored into two different databases with spatial capabilities and it is separated into two groups: the information related to users and plots (including their geometries) which is managed by the Java application; and the information related to geographic objects (buildings, railroads, water supply networks, etc.) which is managed by the geographic server. The former database is called the application database and the latter the geographic one. Some other geographic information comes from external services through WMS and WFS, as it is explained in the following sections.
System components
The system consists of four main components: the Java web application, the map server, the map viewer, and the database with spatial capabilities. As it was already said, the decision taken was to use open software in the whole development of the system. In the next paragraphs, the details of the system components, and also the tools and the libraries used to implement them, are described. Moreover, a summary of existing alternatives for GIS tools and the reasons of choice are discussed. In this selection process the first step was to make a review of strengths and weaknesses of the main tools for each component based on a set of decision criteria established in order to adjust them to the proposed architecture and to comply with the requirements. Note that these choices were made some years ago, so we are in a good position to establish if they were good or bad decisions.
Java web application
The design of the J2EE web application is based on widely used design patterns (Johnson et al. 2002) shown in Fig. 2 . The 3-layer Model-View-Controller pattern has been used as architectural one. All the tools used are described in Table 1 .
Map server
Making a good choice of the map server is crucial because it is the core of all the GIS part and its performance affects the whole system. The criteria studied were: reliability, supported data sources, performance, supported standards and project community; and the options considered were: MapServer (2013), GeoServer (2013), and deegree (2013). Six years ago, MapServer was (and currently is) one of the most popular GIS applications and with more supporters. It is developed in C and works as a CGI into a web server, although it also offers APIs for several languages. It has a good performance, allows the access to many data sources, and implements many standards. In particular, it allows the access in cascade to other WMS and WFS servers. The main drawbacks of MapServer are its difficulty to configure and install (in some cases it is necessary to compile the source code), and the fact that it is not as standard-compliant as GeoServer or deegree are: although it only supports basic standards they are enough for the needs of our system. In summary, the main reasons of selection of MapServer were its very good performance and reliability, the high support of the community, and its good integration with several data sources.
Nowadays, we would choose MapServer again to build a similar system. The main drawback remains in the support of some standards. So the choice would be conditioned by the requirements of the project. If MapServer could not be used, GeoServer would be our choice. It has been used in other projects where the final user was in charge of the configuration and addition of new layers of information, and the facilities offered by GeoServer to do that were decisive.
Map viewer
The following criteria were studied for the selection of the map viewer: bandwidth requirements, browser support without plug-ins, and standards compliance. The use of Java applets or Flash was discarded to avoid the complication for the user of installing plug-ins and for performance issues too. Using a map viewer based on AJAX, the browser only queries the information from the server that is going to be updated, instead of downloading the whole page, thus reducing the bandwidth required.
As MapServer was chosen as map server, the first choice for the map viewer was MapServer dbox (2013), a collection of DHTML-based libraries for building interactive web-based mapping applications with an easy integration with MapServer. MapServer dbox allowed to build the map viewer very fast but its communication with MapServer is non-standard. So, when the system required more functionalities from the viewer and standard compliance was mandatory, it was necessary to change the map viewer. The two options considered were OpenLayers (2013) and MapBuilder (2013) . Both are based on AJAX and implement the main OGC standards. The chosen one was OpenLayers because is currently the most popular open map viewer, it has a very active community behind for navigation over the map, zooms included; area and length measuring; query of information about the visible objects; selection and centering of objects; permalinks (links to recover the state of the viewer); or digitalization and modification of geometries. One of the most important benefits of this choice was the standard compliance, so we could reuse the viewer in other projects that use other map servers, such as GeoServer, with minor changes in the viewer code. An example of the map viewer based on OpenLayers is shown in Fig. 8 .
Database with spatial capabilities
In the development of GIS-based systems it is common to use standard database management systems (DBMS) with spatial extensions. Regarding free software, there are two well-known DBMSs: PostgreSQL and MySQL. At the beginning of the project the spatial extension of PostgreSQL, PostGIS, had better support for the OGC standards than the MySQL spatial extension, which had a low level of maturity. So the decision was to use PostgreSQL plus Post-GIS. Nowadays, the MySQL spatial extension has largely improved and is also supported by all the main map servers. If we had to start a new project, we would choose PostgreSQL because of the acquired experience and its good performance in our projects, but MySQL could be a good alternative.
Components integration
The connection between the Java application and the database is done through Hibernate and Hibernate Spatial, which support PostgreSQL and PostGIS. Any other data source supported by these tools can be used only changing the application configuration. The geographic database can be changed too, as MapServer is in charge of the connection between itself and the geographic database and it supports several spatial databases. The communication of the map server with the map viewer and the Java application is the part which has needed more work. Although the visualization of layers in the viewer is quite easy, there are some use cases that require a complex communication involving several steps. For example, for the insertion of a plot in the system funds, the user has to carry out the following steps:
-Locate on the map the zone where the plot is (WMS GetMap query to show the map). -Click over a plot. It will be highlighted with its borders in other colour (WMS GetFeatureInfo query to identify the plot and WMS GetMap query to obtain the map with the plot highlighted).
-Confirm if the highlighted plot is the one the user wants to introduce into the system. If so, it will be saved in the database (WFS GetFeature query to obtain the geometry in vector format and the alphanumerical attributes of the plot).
With this structuring of the independent components, changes in any of them do not affect others. For example, the map server can be replaced with another standard map server and that change will be transparent to the rest of the system.
Geographic data sources
There are three basic information layers for the right performance of the system: terrain orthophotographies, land uses, and cadastral maps. This information is stored in the filesystem of the server or in the local DBMS. The cost of obtaining and keeping updated all the geographic information is too high and the infrastructure needed to provide it is difficult to maintain for most of Land Administrations, even more for the ones in rural areas. Due to these reasons, the system is able to connect to third-party services and get the needed information. Although it was observed that the use of external data sources has a negative effect on the performance of the system and sometimes the thirdparty servers are not available, as economy is a significant factor in this kind of projects, we consider that maintaining the essential data in local storage and obtaining the other information layers from external data sources is the best option.
At this point it is important to remark the INSPIRE initiative (European Union 2007), a legal proposition at European level that aims to implement the infrastructure to enable the sharing of environmental spatial information among public sector organizations and better facilitate public access to spatial information across Europe. Closely related to this are the SDI, Spatial Data Infrastructures (Nebert 2004) , that will support e-Government strategies and the provision of location to all human activities, government actions, decisions, and policies (Masser et al. 2007 ). Hence, some of the recommendations given by EU states are that new applications and services should be delivered and the interoperability between services and devices must be ensured, preferably through open standards. The developed system follows these recommendations and all the services used and provided comply with the OGC standards. The intention is to make a transition to the INSPIRE directives when they reach a higher level of maturity as well as when the tools used are adapted the those directives, as for instance MapServer is doing with the INSPIRE View Service.
System functionalities A role-based access control has been developed to manage the information that can be shown to users. This way, users utilize the same tool but the actions they can take and the data they can consult are different. In order to facilitate the access to information and promote eGovernment, it is not necessary the registration on the system to perform some actions. The roles used are described in the following subsections.
Not registered users
Not registered users can consult the plots available in the system funds, either in a list or in an interactive web map viewer where the position and the shape of plots can be seen over a high resolution orthophotography.
In the list view and for every plot, the rent (the price of the renting) and its real land uses (orchard, pasture, forest...) are shown. The user can also search plots through a form specifying some criteria (surface, price, location, etc.). If users do not find the plot they search, they can introduce in the system its characteristics (maximum and minimum surface, land uses, location...) and, when a plot with those characteristics is added to the system funds, the information system can automatically notify it to the corresponding user via email or SMS.
Registered users
If a user wants to ask for the rent of a plot, or if an owner wants to add his/her plot to the system funds, then they have to register. The information requested for user registration was minimized in order to encourage users to register, so only the following data are required: login and password to access his/her account, full name, address, national identification number (for checking the authenticity of data), birthdate (for checking the age of majority of the user), and a contact email or phone.
In order to request an incorporation of a plot into the system funds, the user can localize his/her plot by two different ways: through the map viewer, or filling in a form with the cadastral code and the system will search it automatically. If the boundaries of the plot shown in the map are not right, the user can draw them by himself/herself with the map viewer and those changes will keep save in the system. This allows the possibility of fixing errors in the cadastral data (explained in section "Modification of geometries"). The owners' data have to be inserted, too. The rent of the plot is automatically calculated by the system depending on its location and land uses. Once this has been done, the system will generate the corresponding document (in PDF, DOC or ODT format).
Regarding the rental applications, when the users find an interesting plot they can insert their requests into the system through the web application, too. Data of cession and rental processes can be consulted by the user at any time, as well as its status (received, under consideration, accepted, denied...).
Managers
Managers are in charge of studying the cession and rental applications, accept or deny them. Some functionalities allowed for them are:
-Insertion of events related to plots (visits to check the plot state, received requests for land use changes...). -Statistical generation over plots and applications.
-Modification of the geometry of the plots through several methods (see section "Modification of geometries"). -Connection with the web services of the Cadastre to obtain updated plot geometries and cadastral references.
Managers are allowed to attach files with information relative to the plots, as scanned contracts, photographies, and other kinds of documentation. To preserve the integrity of the system from malicious files, some precautions are taken: the size and format of files are limited and all files are scanned with a free anti-virus. In the case that the file was an image, a thumbnail will be created in order to be able to show a preview of it when needed.
Another useful functionality is the automatic assignment of the scanned documents to the plots or applications. For example, when a contract is scanned, it is stored in a certain folder of the server and with a file name that indicates the plot or application to which it will be linked, so the system is able to detect new documents and incorporate them to the database. Managers can also communicate with each other news, advices, and alerts (messages automatically generated in order to notify several issues: end of contracts, modifications in the characteristics of a plot, etc).
The system implements the automation of several tasks too, such as: -Calculation of the score assigned to the specific plot applications according to the preferential criteria defined by the relevant body. -Calculation of the plot land uses using spatial operations (intersection of the plot geometry and the land uses layer). -Calculation of the plots price according to their land uses and location. -Update of the prices of every plot according to the variation of the Retail Price Index.
GIS implementation details
In this section the most outstanding characteristics of the system related to GIS technologies are explained emphasizing the solutions adopted to deal with the problems arisen. Table 2 summarizes the main technologies, resources, standards and protocols used for the development of the system (those already explained in Table 1 are omitted).
Access control to geographic information
Not all the users are allowed to consult the whole information available. That depends on the role and permissions the user has (see section "System functionalities"). So, two different access controls can be distinguished: access to an entire information layer or access to some objects (or even some details of the objects) of an information layer. The access control to the application database is integrated with the authentication of the system. But, in order to be able to use the access control independently of the data source, such as external OGC services or the map server, an SLD filter (Styled Layer Descriptor (OGC 2007), an XML schema specified by the OGC for describing the appearance of map layers) is implemented and attached to the queries. A proxy, written in Python and run as a CGI into the web server, is in charge of generating the SLD filter. As can be observed in Fig. 3 the map viewer directs all its queries to the proxy, which checks the user permissions. If the user is allowed to consult the requested information, the proxy will send the query (with the filter attached) to the map server and it will return the required (and allowed) information. Otherwise, the proxy will reject the user query. In the following sequence diagrams, proxies will be ignored for simplification purposes.
Getting land uses and locating plots through standard protocols
When a user selects a plot into the map viewer, the system will need to know the land uses of the plot to calculate its price, among other things. Figure 4a shows that process. First, the web application makes a WFS GetFeature query to the map server specifying the bounding box of the plot (the minimum enclosing box with the smallest measure which all the points lie within) and the map server will return a list of the features that are within that bounding box. These features have information about the land uses and their geometries and the web application has to select the geometries that intersect with the original plot. In a similar way, to locate a plot into the map viewer and get all information about it, its bounding box is also used in a WFS GetFeature query. This query returns a list of features with information about the plots inside the bounding box, and the system will choose the feature with more intersection area between the plot selected by the user and the features returned by the query.
Modification of geometries
As the plot map used can have errors, the system allows to modify the geometry of the plots in three different ways: through Cadastre WFS, through spatial files, or directly drawing the new geometry over the map viewer. This is a very interesting functionality because the system can keep a feedback with the map plot data sources and correct the errors on their data. Note that if the modification is done by a registered user, a manager must revise it to ensure the reliability of the data. Figure 4b shows the sequence diagram between the distinct components which take part in the communication between the system and the Cadastre WFS. First of all, the user must introduce the cadastral code of his/her plot in the web application which is in charge of connection with the WFS service. As the information queried is private, the user has to introduce his/her login and password provided by the cadastral offices. Then, the Cadastre service will reply with the feature which satisfies the selected characteristics and the web application will save the new geometry replacing the old one and it will return a page with all the plot data and the map viewer centred in the plot with its new geometry.
Integration with cadastral WFS services

Spatial files
Users can specify the new geometry of the plot uploading spatial files (in Shape (ESRI 1998) or GML formats) to the server, which reads them using GeoTools and, in case that the geometry is valid, it will be assigned as the new geometry of the plot. Users can also use the WKT (Well-Known Text) format (OGC 2001), a markup language regulated by the OGC for representing vector geometry objects. In this case, the WKT is read using the corresponding JTS functionality.
Drawing the geometry
OpenLayers allows to draw geometries over the viewer. This functionality is exploited to update the geometry of a plot. To do that, the drawing controls are enabled and an edition layer is added to the viewer (see Fig. 5 ). The system retrieves the geometry of the plot and translates it to WKT format. The geometry is shown into the viewer in an edition mode allowing the user to move the vertexes of the polygon in order to create a new geometry for the plot. When the user finishes the edition, the web application transforms the new geometry from WKT format into a Geometry object using the JTS library. Then, this geometry is assigned to the corresponding plot.
Centering and highlighting of plots
Keeping in mind the use of standards, centering and highlighting is done by a combination between SLD attachments (used for highlighting) and filters (used to identify the plot) in several steps. A bounding box is also needed to adjust the map to the plot envelope. Figure 6 shows the map viewer ability to centre and highlight a plot when a user provides its cadastral code. First, the viewer launches a WFS GetFeature query with a filter specifying the code of the plot. The map server consults the geographic database about the plot with that code and then builds the GML with the plot attributes. Then, the viewer will be able to extract all required data of the GML response and to build the WMS GetMap query with the corresponding bounding box, in order to allow the map server to return an image with the plot centred and highlighted.
There is a different treatment when a user consults information about an object by clicking it in the map viewer: the first query will not be a WFS GetFeature since the map viewer does not know the code of the plot. As it can only know the coordinate of the point clicked on the image, it will send a WMS GetFeatureInfo query with the selected point. That query will return a GML with the plot attributes and, with it, the map viewer will be able to centre and highlight the plot as described above.
Layer clustering
The system allows to consult a high number of information layers obtained from different data sources. So, with the goal of reducing the number of queries sent to the server, and the number of images returned by it, the information layers are joined into logical groups that will be consulted with the same WMS query. Another way to get layer clustering is using cascading WMS, where a map server obtains information of other WMS servers. Using that, with one query the viewer can obtain images of multiple sources (see Fig. 7 ) reducing the data traffic.
Application to the Land Bank of Galicia
This section explains how the implemented system was adapted to manage all the procedures and handle all the information of the Land Bank of Galicia. Moreover, a deep evaluation of the system was carried out with the focus on its performance and its usage.
The Land Bank of Galicia and SITEGAL
Galicia is a region which has suffered a dramatic restructuring of the agrarian sector in the last two decades. The high reduction of agricultural and land market activities has provoked high rates of farmland abandonment. In the period 1985-2005, the loss of agricultural land accounts for 145,000 ha, which means 15.7 % of the total amount of farmland at the beginning of the period. The land is often neither sold nor rented afterwards and many times the owner simply lets it fall. Three main obstacles were identified by López-Iglesias (2000) that block agricultural land mobility from the supply side: (1) retention of land by the owners that are not farming it anymore waiting for revaluation due to urban development; (2) afforestation of land as an alternative source of income; and (3) holding of land as just an asset or an instrument for maintenance of patrimony. Moreover, another of the causes of the low mobility of land is located at the transaction level, with the high transaction costs 2 of land markets (both rental and sale markets) in Galicia, partly due to land fragmentation, that strongly hinders the information gathering and flow (Ónega López et al. 2010) . In a recent survey conducted by the Land Bank of Galicia among the technicians of the Regional Agrarian Offices, 3 those causes were scored between 1 and 5 according to their importance when hampering land mobility (see Table 3 ). The average score for the causes related to high transaction costs was 2.90 and the average score for those ones linked to the retention of agricultural land from the supply side was 3.59. This confirms that, although retention of land (with different objectives) by owners that are not farming is perceived as more restrictive for farmland mobility, there are also informational obstacles to transaction which directly difficult it. Table 4 summarizes the main informational obstacles to lease plots at two levels: contracting party and parcel.
In order to cope with this situation, in 2007 the Galician Government approved a law (Presidency of the Galician Government 2007) which created an instrument for land administration, the Land Bank of Galicia, that aims to reduce land abandonment and encourage the transfer of land from owners to farmers by promoting its leasing, so only use right is involved and the rental mainly focuses on farmland. One of the core mechanisms of such operation pursues the reduction of the information costs associated to land mobility, facilitating the contact among owners who are not using their land and farmers that are willing to extend their farm. Three main goals are pursued: giving an alternative to buying and selling as land transfer mechanism, mitigating the owners' mistrust on renting, and facilitating information flows.
For the Land Bank management there is a central office that has the support of the Regional Agrarian Offices distributed across Galicia. The Land Bank operation mainly involves two procedures: the incorporation of a plot to the Fig. 7 Comparative sequence diagrams between using cascading WMS (A) and not using it (B) Bank funds and the rental of that plot. The incorporation of a plot involves that the owner allows the Bank to lease that plot to third parties for agricultural uses, and while the plot is not leased it can be worked by the owner. The permanence time in the Bank is unlimited, it is the owner who must ask for the withdrawal if the plot is not rented. Otherwise, he/she has to wait until the end of the rental. To incorporate a plot to the Bank funds the owner has to make a cession application and the Bank has to accept it, once the documents presented by the applicant clearly prove that he/she has the ownership/property rights that entitle him/her to make such an incorporation. Moreover, the plot has to fulfill minimum requirements regarding its suitability for agricultural production. The rent is fixed by the Bank partly based on the reference prices established yearly for every parish (administrative subdivisions of Galician municipalities) and depending on the land uses of the plot and partly on the price desired by the land owner. The Bank does not guarantee the rental of the plot, that will depend on the existence of interested farmers. If the plot is rented, the owners will receive the rent minus a 1 % commission for the Bank management. In addition to these private plots, the Bank offers public ones too, usually coming from public reallocation processes of plots (land consolidation). Any farmer can consult the list of available plots and ask for a rental. The procedure to rent a plot involves that the farmer presents a rental application. If there is more than one application over the same plot, the law establishes several criteria to determine which application must be the chosen one. Once the application is accepted, the contract must be signed by the farmer and the Bank. The default duration of the contract is five years, but it can be longer if both parties agree. The Bank guarantees that the owner of the plot will receive all the rent and, when the contract is over, the plot will be in the same conditions it was.
The Web-based GIS tool described in the previous sections was applied for the management of the Land Bank of Galicia, receiving the name of SITEGAL (which stands for Land Information System of Galicia, in Spanish) and is available since November 2007 (http://www.bantegal.com/ sitegal). The system is used for the internal management of the Bank as well as for the processing of rental applications via Internet. Figure 8 shows a snapshot of the appearance of the list of plots and the map viewer of SITEGAL.
System evaluation
In this section the system is evaluated in terms of performance and usage. For the former the server in which the system runs and the response times of several requests are analysed, and for the latter the use of the system for both managers and clients of the Bank is discussed.
Performance evaluation
Since all the components are multi-platform (PostgreSQL, Java, MapServer...), the system is able to work in any operating system. In our case, the system was installed in two virtual machines with 4 GB of RAM, a two-core processor Intel X5450 at 3 GHz, and running SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10 SP1 as operating system. The web server (Apache), the map server, and the geographic database were installed on one of these machines. The web application running on a Tomcat server and the application database server were installed on the other machine. Users access the Apache server that redirects the queries to the Tomcat server, which is only accessible from the local network. Although since the system launch in 2007 there were no problems of overload, as the system was designed in a modular manner, all components can be easily replicated in order to reduce their load, using load balancers for that purpose.
In the case of SITEGAL, the geographic database stores the plot maps and land uses obtained from the Geographic Information System of Agricultural Parcels of Galicia. Orthophotographies are obtained from the Spanish Plan of Aerial Orthophotography that generates aerial images geometrically corrected of Spain every two years (Arozarena et al. 2009 ) that are available on a public WMS server. Other data are obtained from the WMS and WFS services of the Spanish Cadastre Office (see section "Integration with cadastral WFS services") and the Regional Information System of Galicia. The system uses MapServer 5.6 which supports WMS versions 1.0.0, 1.0.7, 1.1.0, 1.1.1 and 1.3.0; and WFS versions 1.0.0 and 1.1.0. It also supports GML2 and GML3, and SLD 1.0.0 and 1.1.0. The application database stores the plots incorporated into the Bank funds and all the information about users, and cession and rental processes.
The spatial queries are expensive operations in this kind of systems. Table 5 shows average execution times for the most frequent queries to the map server. They were measured with different numbers of queries per second and, for every case, the test has been repeated five times to calculate the average. The representative queries launched were: -WMS GetMap query for the land use layer in a zone of 1000x1000 meters and a map size of 1024x1024 pixels. -WMS GetFeatureInfo query for the plot map layer in a zone of 1000x1000 meters and a map size of 1024x1024 pixels. -WFS GetFeature query for the land use layer using a bounding box filter (BBOX) in a zone of 1000x1000 meters.
Plots and land uses sum 12,000,000 and 16,000,000 database records, respectively. Table 5 proves that execution times are pretty good for a moderate number of users. The access to external data through WMS services can be a bottleneck too. In case that these services were down or respond very slowly, two solutions can be taken: the first one consists in copying the external data to a local storage with periodical updates, and the second one is implementing a mechanism that, when there are two or more sources with the same information layer, analyses the connections and sends the query to the faster server.
The whole system was designed and implemented being aware that these solutions could be added with minimal modifications in case that performance requirements increase. 
Usage evaluation
To analyse the usage of the system the user profile must be taken into account: rural people, middle-aged or elderly, with no or reduced knowledge of new technologies on computers, and an Internet access with poor quality of service. These characteristics have often been identified as important drawbacks for the development of this kind of initiatives in rural areas (Bayfield et al. 2005) . At date of May 2013, five and a half years after the launch of the Land Bank, SITEGAL counts with 2,858 clients: 2,636 of them are natural persons and 222 are legal persons. Moreover, 1,122 of these clients have a user account, allowing them to access into the system and carry out the procedures through the web application. Additionally, 265 Land Bank managers also have access to the system. Since November 2007, the Land Bank has processed 4,416 rental applications and 2,515 cession applications. Of them, registered users have introduced 1,426 (32.29 %) and 656 (26.08 %), respectively. The rest of applications have been delivered on paper to the managers, who have then introduced the applications into the system through SITEGAL.
Currently the Land Bank has 9,291 plots: 7,337 are available to be rented (1,500 of them are already rented), and the remaining 1,954 are being inspected or they are not available for any other reason. According to the law, all plots coming from public reallocation processes (land consolidation) must be available in the Bank funds to be rented. These plots are usually small and isolated, which makes it difficult their rental because owners prefer larger plots and with good services. That is the reason why only 32.24 % of the plots were rented or are in process of being rented, but they represent 66.12 % of the total surface available (see Table 6 ). Regarding the cession process, the Land Bank has accepted 941 cession applications. This means that 17.10 % of the current available surface comes from private owners and the remaining 82.9 % belongs to public administrations. At the writing of this paper 252 cession applications more were under study.
Conclusions and future work
Many regions around the world are suffering from land abandonment as the cause of the migration from rural to urban environments. This fact, together with the immobility of the land markets, is impoverishing the rural areas. This paper has described an information system whose main goal is to dynamize land markets by offering a tool with spatial capabilities accessible through the web. This tool facilitates the transfer of land between owners and farmers reducing the cost of these operations. Currently, owners of plots are able to publish their properties in the Land Bank, and farmers who want to expand their business can search the plots that satisfy their needs through the information system. This reduces paperwork and eases both publication and rental of plots, improving the connection between supply and demand of land, otherwise not attainable due to the high information costs involved. All the administrative procedures to carry out rentals and cessions of plots are done by public employees also using this tool, thus promoting e-Government and e-Administration.
Open source GIS tools, although in some aspects are not so mature as proprietary software, in general have demonstrated that they are at a fairly good level, specially for web development. The future seems to be promising, demonstrated by the appearance of recent projects supported by important companies, institutions and organizations such as the Open Source Geospatial Foundation (OSGeo) or the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). Moreover, the use of standards makes it easy to add external data sources with geographic information. In the near future, we intend to adapt the communications between the modules of the architecture (such as the map server or the map viewer) and the external data sources to the INSPIRE directives, when the GIS tools used by the system allow it.
The developed Web-GIS tool has been adopted by the Land Bank of Galicia with the name of SITEGAL (http:// www.bantegal.com/sitegal/) and it has become the key piece of the Bank. It has also attracted the attention of several national and international entities in charge of land 4 This project is set within the FAO activities of cooperation for the improvement of land management in East Europe. As a result of that, SITEGAL is currently being tested in a rural area of Albania. The system is continuously evolving and has constantly increased its functionalities since its launch. The modular architecture used allows to modify, update and replace parts of the system without changing the others. The technologies chosen when the project started really offered good performance. Nevertheless, some of them have become obsolete and have been replaced by other more up-todate ones, as was the case of the map viewer and, in the near future, the View-Controller framework of the web application. The continuous contact between developers and users (in this case, with some managers of the Land Bank of Galicia) has served as guidance for further development and the navigation flow has been improved thanks to the users' advice. The main criticism comes from the moderate use of the application by the owners of plots and the farmers. Currently one out of three farmers make the rental applications using SITEGAL and only one out of four owners make the cession applications through the web. These numbers are not bad taking into account the profile of the target users (people of rural areas with little experience in ICT), but more efforts should be made on spreading the benefits of using SITEGAL and on making easier the processes of renting and cession of plots.
Taking into account the users' feedback, the next goals for the system are, from the point of view of its use: (1) including a functionality to insert groups of plots, so owners that have several plots should be able to introduce all of them in a single step; (2) adding plots with unknown owners to the Bank funds; (3) extending the implemented tool to incorporate capabilities for the management of land consolidation processes; and (4) allowing to add addresses of external data sources to see the information in the map viewer. From the point of view of the software design, and based on the experience acquired in the last years from this and other projects, it is planned: (1) to use tiles with the OGC standard WMTS (Web Map Tile Service) (OGC 2010) , thus the load of the images would be more friendly; (2) to check the availability of third-party servers and if one is down, choose another one that provides similar information; and (3) to change the framework used for the View and Controller layers of the web application: Struts is getting old, and as it would be extremely costly to port all the already implemented use cases to the new framework, only the new ones will be implemented with Apache Wicket. In fact, the integration of both frameworks is a nice challenge currently in process.
